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ABSTRACT
Purpose of Study:
Digital citizenship is a term that is continuing to be defined in the current era of constant
connectivity to the virtual world. Being a video game enthusiast and an educator, I have
seen the importance of understanding your footprint in this new realm as a student, and as
a human being. I believe digital citizenship is inextricably linked to the formation of
ethics, values, and morals in the online domain. This thesis takes the concept of character
education and ties it to that of the defining of a digital citizen to discover how participants
of the massively multi-player online role play game (MMORPG) Guild Wars 2 define
and enact digital citizenship.
Procedure:
A short ethnographic field study was conducted involving 6 participants (5 players and
myself) in a guild in the MMORPG Guild Wars 2. Data was collected through fieldnotes,
screenshots, and video clips taken in game, as well as analysis of the guild website and
two interviews performed with each participant (excluding the researcher). The data was
then coded.
Findings:
The following codes were found to be the most frequent in occurrence and had the
strongest influence in developing the values of players: fun, leadership, participation,
achievements, and helping others.
Conclusions:
Digital Citizenship is defined through the choices made by players in Guild Wars 2, with
an overarching necessity of enjoyment being critical. Reflecting on the importance of
this, and the collaborative nature of online game play, could be of significance in rethinking how, why, and what curriculum is created for in education.
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Level 1: Choosing My Adventure
The Birth of a Player
I am a product of the digital age. I may not have had a cell phone until I was in
college, but I grew up with a video game controller in one hand and a computer mouse in
the other. I was raised in deep northern California in a town of 1200 people, so access to
virtual worlds and friends online that I could talk to in an instant (instead of ride my bike
for an hour to see) were a comfort that I could not imagine living without.
Henry Jenkins’ “participatory cultures” (2009), where groups of individuals come
together to mentor one another and expresses themselves creatively, were the backbone
of my life online through written role-play games (RPGs) via LiveJournal and
GreatestJournal (websites dedicated to an online diary style of writing that RPG members
utilized as a format through which to explore story telling).
I found a group of peer mentors and passionate individuals via these online spaces
that spanned across the United States who fostered and encouraged my creative writing
through our exploration of imaginative worlds we discovered in the literature we loved.
These established fantasy worlds (the genre we were most enthralled with) gave me and
my fellow RPG members freedom to try out story telling with a strong base that the
authors had created. Together we forged friendships and helped each other become better
writers, not because we had to, but because wanted to. While I had one English teacher
that I can say truly supported my writing through homework assignments, it was different
online where I could be peer mentored and relate to individuals of my age without the
fear of being called “nerdy”. Unlike how Ito et al. (2008) discuss how to “geek out” and
get invested and passionate in a topic is accepted in this day and age, my own geeky
fascinations were not as praised by my peers.
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As my experience in written RPGs faded in my early 20s, I was introduced to
massively multi-player online role-play games (MMORPGs). This came at a time when I
had moved away from my friends. I had graduated college and moved a few hours away,
near my brother PJ, in order to experience a new space with new people. Unfortunately I
discovered that I mostly only had my brother to interact with since I was working, and if
not, I wasn’t sure when and where to make new friends. I was introduced to the
MMORPG World of Warcraft (WoW) (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) by a coworker who
responded to my passion for video games and fantasy worlds. The virtual world of a
WoW offered me a space that I was familiar with, gaming, in which to meet new people
who shared interest in story-telling, character creation, and community support, all
aspects of the participatory culture that I valued so much from my written RPG
experience. I learned about the game environment of WoW from others (how to navigate
the virtual world and what the game jargon was), and when I was knowledgeable as well,
I mentored new gamers. Participating in the MMORPG was something I did outside of
my real world social life and in most instances, my coworkers and family were not aware
of my interest and participation in the community. I made the choice to learn about and
become a digital citizen within a MMORPG community.
As I reflect on this learning experience within an online community as part of my
emphasis in Educational Technology in the Educational Masters program at Sonoma
State University, I realize how my own digital citizenship has been nurtured in several
significant ways: Experiencing different play styles, becoming an expert, and having an
active role in molding the norms of a virtual society.
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The community of a MMORPG encouraged me to chat with others and discuss
how each of us decided to play the game, giving me a look at the diverse ways
individuals chose to navigate the virtual world. Some enjoyed combating actual players,
while others enjoyed questing alone, and some just wanted to be there to “hang out” with
others who lived far away who they wouldn’t see beyond the game.
I became an expert in my class. I was a warlock, and like any other class I had
specific skills and abilities to aid me in fighting monsters in the game. By exploring fan
websites and forums, I learned how different players thought I should navigate combat
with my character to optimize my usefulness in a fight. I discovered that I too could
contribute to this discussion once I had learned enough, and soon I was being asked by
fellow guild members how to be a good warlock. I was a valuable member of the guild
and of the game, able to contribute to the collective knowledge of gameplay standards
and expectations.
Additionally, our online community was created and monitored by the players
themselves, not the game provider. While the game offered a venue through which to
create a structured group, a guild, the creators of the game let the players establish rules,
goals, and expectations of behavior when playing. I was allowed to voice my agreement
or disagreement with how our guild was run, and share what I thought was appropriate
play in the larger virtual world. By allowing my personal beliefs about what was
respectful or disrespectful in the gaming community, I was contributing to a larger vision
of what constituted digital citizenship in this environment.
I had learned how to play in a group, how to perform as my character, and what
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my expectations of gameplay and my values were within the virtual world. I was shaping
my concept of citizenship, digital citizenship, in this online community.
Problem Statement
The study I conducted was within the massively multi-player online roleplay
game (MMORPG) Guild Wars 2. I attempted to fill a gap in the research by immersing
myself in the game through a field study using ethnographic methods in which I
addressed the following questions in regards to digital citizenship and its role in the
aforementioned game. Digital citizenship was defined as the quality of exuding virtues,
values and morals considered meaningful in the virtual world:
1 - How do the participants of the massively multi-player online roleplay game
(MMORPG) Guild Wars 2 define and enact digital citizenship?
1A - Why, if at all, do participants find rules and/or codes of conduct within their
guild in Guild Wars 2 necessary and/or important?
1B - What tensions and/or contradictions emerge within Guild Wars 2 as related
to digital citizenship?
Why guild wars 2. Guild Wars 2 is a relatively new MMORPG that offers
a space to explore how digital citizenship is created and enacted in a virtual world. I have
chosen Guild Wars 2 as my research space for a variety of reasons. First, it has not been
examined because it is so new on the marketplace. Second, Guild Wars 2 is free-to-play,
meaning that after the initial buying of the game there is no monthly fee. Other
MMORPGs will have players pay a monthly fee in order to continue playing. The freeto-play mechanic will make Guild Wars 2 more accessible as an educational tool, an
important consideration when contemplating the significance of digital citizenship
enactment and construction as a potential educational experience. Third, unlike other
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MMORPGs that require direct grouping in order to gain experience from defeating
monsters in the open world, Guild Wars 2 allows an individual to join a fight or quest in
the beginning, middle, or end, giving experience to the player based on their contribution
to the group as a whole. The ease of gaining experience through cooperation at a
moment’s notice may have an effect on a participant’s willingness to contribute to the
community, bearing significance on how they choose to interact as a digital citizen.
Fourth, in other MMORPGs a player’s character begins in a starting area where everyone
shares the same common story. In Guild Wars 2 a player is asked multiple questions in
the character creation phase that contribute to building the personal story of that
character. Each character has their own story, alongside that of the whole game world,
and individuals are encouraged to invite others to join in specific story quests that only he
or she has been given. The choices participants make in accordance to character creation
and in playing out their story may have bearing on their own moral or ethical choices
regarding game play. Fifth, while other MMORPGs have very specific character roles
that are given to each class (The “tank” takes the brunt of the attack, the “healer” keeps
everyone alive, and “dps” [damage per second] roles fight alongside the others), Guild
Wars 2 offers character classes that are interchangeable, not designating any particular
character as a specific role. Due to this flexibility, players must be more conscious of
their roles and responsibilities so a group can succeed in higher level content. This will be
important when asking participants about their duties as a character in specific in game
collaborative fighting activities where roles are potentially chosen and not deliberately
destined for a class. Finally, the sixth reason I have decided to use this particular game is
that guilds can be created across different servers (designated computer programs that
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contain a certain amount of players so the game is not overtaken by too much data and
can therefore run the game smoothly), allowing a broadening of group membership that
truly includes the whole of the virtual world. In other MMORPGs, cross-server
interaction is rare. Additionally, a character can have up to 5 guilds chosen, representing
whichever he or she chooses, making grouping more diverse. In other MMORPGs a
player is allowed one guild until he or she leaves that guild and becomes a member of
another. Participants may be members of various guilds and have multiple roles they play
outside of the initially chosen guild, potentially offering a broad-scale view of the morals
and virtues of other citizens that may influence their personal values.
Guild Wars 2 offers more player choice in terms of game play (both individual
and group play) than any MMORPG I have participated in. It is the variety of choice that
makes me believe this game will offer a more conscious effort on part of the player to
examine his or her roles and responsibilities as a digital citizen and allow participants to
offer more critical thought as to their own role in the virtual game, therefore making a
sound environment in which to conduct my research.
The Significance of the Virtual Choices We Make
Digital citizenship is an increasingly important topic that is lacking in discussion
in the education system of today. There is a misconception that the “digital natives”
(Prensky, 2001) who have grown up around new media technologies like cell phones, lap
tops, iPads, and the Internet have an innate understanding of how to navigate and
comprehend the virtual world with ease. In reality, they tend to be a generation with
access to digital tools and living in a world drenched in change. They do not have the
guidance that comes with family members who have been-there-before. Prensky (2001)
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remarks that “Digital immigrants”, those that remember the days of written letters rather
than emails or using white out instead of editing in a word document, are instructors
“…who speak an outdated language (that of the pre-digital age), [and] are struggling to
teach a population that speaks an entirely new language” (p. 2). In the world of online
gaming people are embarking on a new frontier where rules and law are malleable, not
tied down to any one state or country since the online environment is accessible to the
world at large. Within a virtual world, citizenship is a concept in which the roles and
responsibilities individuals take are often constructed by participants within that online
society, a society barley out of its infancy.
The term “digital citizenship” is broad, encompassing the idea of a citizen that is
of the world– of the virtual world. The addition of a screen that hides our identity
prevents citizens in this arena from feeling ostracized for any variety of reasons. Ohler
(2010) noted of a digital meeting he set up between a state government representative and
a group of fifth graders, “The medium allowed everyone to step out of their roles as adult
and children, or politician and nonvoter, to enter very real dialogue on a much more equal
footing” (p. 53). When people are online, they are a part of something close and intimate,
but it is with anyone in the world, no matter difference in age. It feels local, but it is
global in scope. Those that inhabit the digital space that the internet offers can be from
any place around the globe with internet access, thus individuals from countries occupy a
new virtual territory that is welcoming to all humanity and creates a global citizenry. The
internet is a huge area, and it is next to impossible to pin down exactly what constitutes
the expectations of a digital citizen in this new frontier. It is important that individuals
discuss and analyze their expectations of behavior, values, and morality in this widely
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connected net-space to the growing populace of children who are becoming citizens of
not only their physical country, but of this new digital landscape. Critical thought must be
made toward what digital citizenship is and/or can be so virtually connected future
generations can have an understanding of how their actions, and the actions of others, can
affect the digital arena they occupy.
Character education encompasses the term of digital citizenship, because of its
innate connection to the decision making process of what is considered morally valuable
or invaluable. Character education is a continuous model of learning about oneself, rather
than a prescriptive lesson in “right” and “wrong”. Paulo Freire (2009), a leader in the
movement of critical pedagogy, sees a learning environment as being one that allows
individuals to have constructive dialogue that can only occur between those that are open
to all perspectives and not “offended” by others (p. 148). Leaders of a society, to Freire,
are those that understand, through the ever important dialogue, “the various levels of
perception of themselves and of the world in which and with which they exist” (p. 151).
Freire knows the importance of an acceptance of others and the self in order to
understand and ultimately construct the world in which a person wants to live in. This is
the essence of character education – an understanding of, and willingness to discuss and
debate, virtues, values, and morals in relation to ones place in society. While Freire’s
view regarding pedagogy was created over 40 years ago, there are still educators
discussing the value of character education for students of today. Stiff-Williams (2010)
examined standards of New York, Maryland, Virginia, Texas, Kentucky, and Utah and
used a critical eye in incorporating character education in what these states see as
curricular necessity. From language arts to science, Stiff-Williams explains that students
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should acquire was she calls decision filters, because “When we encounter situations or
problems in life, we weigh the options and arrive at a conscious decision about how to go
forward.” (p. 116) While she uses a prescriptive setting of standards education to place
character education among, she sees the value in exploring decision making from student
to student. It is a part of life, and valuable in informing the dialogue of our beliefs.
Video games are an important medium to examine, regarding analysis of
community and dialogue, seeing as how the use of them, with ages 13 and up, has
increased 12% from 2011 to 2013 from 5.1 hours weekly to 6.3 hours being spent on
gaming through a console, PC, or mobile device (Nielsen Company, 2014). People
dedicate nearly one day of work to this activity, though they’re mostly likely not being
paid a cent and are choosing this as leisure. Video games offer a new world of digital
literacy, according to David Buckingham (2008) who acknowledges that they are
inherently multi-literate activities that involve “… interpreting complex threedimensional visual environments, reading both on screen and off screen texts (such as
games’ magazines, and websites), and processing auditory information” (p. 17).
Steinkuehler’s (2006) linguistic research on how textual interactions in chat can speak
volumes to a player’s ability to convey their knowledge of the game he or she plays
validates Buckingham’s assessment of multiple literacies being available and important
to the game environment. Choices in interaction, both with the game and with other
players, is apparent to these researchers and gives a strong ground for further research to
be conducted to examine how and why individuals make these choices and how it
contributes to their overall feeling as a citizen online.
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An examination of these choices will give an opportunity for others to understand
why and how digital citizenship is created, which will lead to a greater discussion of what
it means to have agency in the virtual world. Findings of this study will be used to
contemplate the implications of use of online cooperative games, and methods through
which digital citizenship is enacted and created in the game, for potential digital
citizenship integration into education.
Theoretical Grounding
When pursuing theoretical support for the following study, there were key players
that influenced my critical thinking about the topics of gaming, digital citizenship, and
character education. I found it vital to consider theorists in both sectors of research in
order to gain a full understanding of the world I was entering and the intentions of my
research. Since no direct research has been done regarding digital citizenship in video
game culture, I found it to be my duty to view theories in multiple topics surrounding my
research study and examine whether their theoretical claims could coalesce for my
investigation.
In gaming, Gee (1999) holds one of the largest theories regarding the emergence
of collaborative gaming culture, “Big D Discourse”. Gee looks at video games as more
than merely a piece of entertainment. He notes that there is a real conversation occurring
in this sect of society and it involves the entirety of the game. This conversation occurs
through the reactions players have to the environment as well as the emotional
connection that they may have toward players, or even the story the game is telling. It is
“Big D Discourse” (Gee, 1999) that configures the environment differently for every
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player’s experience. This theory strongly suggests that researchers should take a closer
look at video gamers and the worlds they are creating.
Regarding digital citizenship and group creation and participation, I found myself
enraptured by the theories of Ohler and Jenkins. Jenkins (2009) is most renowned for
coining the term “participatory culture” (p.7) in reference to the organization of groups of
like-minded individuals who create their own mentorships and low-risk environments in
which members can express themselves creatively. Jenkins’ inclinations of this emerging
style of culture pairs well with Ohler’s (2010) concept of digital citizenship being a group
effort, and one that is continuously being defined and reimagined by society. He notes
that citizenship itself is shaped by the questioning nature of a society (p. 33), just as
Jenkins’ participatory cultures are shaped by its members, and it is in recognizing the
needs of others in these different spaces that what is expected of a citizen changes. The
internet is a new space with burgeoning definitions of citizenship, and Ohler’s view of
this rapidly growing digital venue, as well as Jenkins’ understanding of the form and
function of like-minded individuals (like gamers) urged me forth in attempting to
research and recognize their concepts in the world of video gaming.
When delving into the concept of character education and its links to my study, it
is not only Ohler’s (2010) definition of digital citizenship that has confirmed the
importance of it’s association with my study. Paulo Freire (2009) is most often referred to
as a critical pedagogy theorist. My interpretation of his views on education have
displayed a definite relationship to concepts of character education. His weight toward
the influence of “truth” and “dialogue” contributing to a well-rounded and competent
education connects to the development and discussion of values, a driving force in the
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implementation of character education. Likewise, the importance of discourse regarding
codes of conduct on the internet was examined by Davis et al. (2010) through what was
dubbed the “Focus Dialogues”. This study had both adults and teenagers coming together
to discuss digital ethics in online forums. Personal values were embedded in the decision
making process amongst both adults and teens showing a range of what was thought of
as, in the loosest terms, right or wrong to do online. The significance of the process of
sharing and deliberating values is something inherent to character education, and vital to
my own study when exploring how online video gamers structure their interpretation of
digital citizenship.
Definition of Terms
I arrived at the definition of what I believe digital citizenship is by looking at
Jason Ohler’s (2010) understanding of the digital citizen as one that is inherently linked
to character education. Ohler defines the primary characteristic of character education as
being (a) an education of the whole person that address thinking, feeling, and behavior as
well as academics; (b) the embracing of personal values and civic competencies so as it
can serve as training for moral behavior in personal and public lives; (c) developing
virtues that are garnered as values among the local citizenry; (d) it is best approached as a
“whole school” approach, as opposed to individual issues; (e) it happens whether we
want it to or not, therefore it must be deliberately planned or developed otherwise it will
not produce the value the school community wants. (p. 188)
By looking at these key elements of what Ohler, and I, believes character education
encompasses, I too shall uphold digital citizenship to the same standards. Digital
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citizenship, therefore, is the quality of exuding virtues, values and morals considered
meaningful in the virtual world.
Limitations
One of the limitations of this study is that it is a very small sample size. Only five
participants were chosen to participate. While more participants would have been ideal to
gain a more thorough understanding of the varying viewpoints of the player base of Guild
Wars 2, constraints in time to finish this thesis narrowed the size to a more manageable
group. Additionally, early assessment of the amount of data that would be gathered with
only five participants was viewed to be an extraordinary amount for one person to cipher
through, so no further participants were included to, again, make the research for this
thesis more manageable.
Another limitation was the short amount of time in which the data was collected.
An ethnographic study taking at least one year or more would benefit a study of this
nature to fully examine the questions posed. Unfortunately time constraints to finish the
thesis were a factor for the short length of the study.
The outside lives of the participants was a less significant limitation. Rarely, if
ever, were all online simultaneously, due to living in different time zones, having varying
work schedules, and generally having events in their offline lives that prevented them
from logging on to Guild Wars 2. While this study didn't rely on all individuals being
online at the same time, it would have benefitted from witnessing more group work
amongst all of the participants simultaneously for a more in depth analysis of their
cumulative interviews, forum posts, and interactions.
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Level 2: Review of Relevant Literature
Introduction
When pursuing a review of literature for this thesis, it important to first examine
game theory as it relates to group development and communication. The driving question
for this research is “How do the participants of the massively multi-player online roleplay game (MMORPG) Guild Wars 2 define and enact digital citizenship?”, therefore
understanding what game culture has to offer is essential. Citizenship is then analyzed in
the modern day, noting the importance of community in shaping its definition. From this
point, character education is explained from various sides, focusing in the latter half of
this section on literature leaning towards ethical and moral choices and the importance of
communication along with the discovery of truth through the self and society. Digital
citizenship is finally explored as a culmination of these three theories. It is an expansive
topic, and this literature review hopes to break down the concept by looking at the
character building qualities of digital citizenship, focusing on the theorists and
researchers that examine the building of personal morality and ethics, rather than the
access or mechanics of using technology. After establishing the defining characteristics
of digital citizenship, specific aspects of gaming research in massively multi-play online
role play games (MMORPGs) will be inspected that focus on community building, rule
creation, and moral and ethical considerations.
Big D Discourse
Game theory explores many different aspects of what video games bring beyond
entertainment value. One of the most prominent is that of “Big D Discourse” (Gee,
1999). Gee’s theory of communication within video games suggests that it is more than
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just words that promotes interaction with players, but it is the actions they take in game,
the objects they interact with, and the feelings they associate with playing that create a
larger discourse that can shape the virtual world in different ways for different players.
This discourse is not just one that happens in the game, but according to Henry
Jenkins (2008) and his analysis of PEW research, it is one that occurs outside with those
watching game play. While 82% of teens play games alone, 71% of those teens also play
games either around friends or with them. As Jenkins says, “playing a game alone is
often seen as a rehearsal mode, getting ready for more social forms of play” (para. 6) as
he observed in his own son who would mentor, and be mentored by, his friends while
playing a video game. As Stevens, Satwicz, and McCarthy (2008) explain, it is video
game culture, the idea that video games are referred to by a participant as “it’s what we
do” (p. 63) meaning that it is something that not only he does, but that his generation
does, that is a high point of motivation for game play. Video games are ingrained in the
discourse of the society of youth in the digital age.
It is this culture of open ended video games (sandbox [games in which you are
free to roam around and are not bound to a linear quest line or objective] or MMORPGs)
that allow gamers to create “ideological worlds” (Squire, 2008, p. 172) according to
values, visions, and ideas that they personally bring in, or are developed within the game.
Gee’s big D discourse (1999) is invaluable in this particular genre, allowing players to
create evolving participatory cultures (Jenkins, 2009) consisting of “low barriers to
artistic expression”, “some degree of social connection”, support for creating and sharing
one’s creations with others”, and “informal mentorship” (p. 7) that contribute to their
goals and motivations for game play.
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Ultimately, it is not only the gamer who is important in the experience of the
game, but everything surrounding that gamer. The community and the virtual world
contribute largely to the experiences any one player has. Even when alone, players are
anticipating meeting another gamer and being able to converse about their shared hobby.
It is in this exchange of mutual interest that a culture is born and values are created and
debated.
Citizenship
Being a member of gaming communities invariably means that a participant is a
citizen of that game space. The definition of citizenship is hard to solidify. Jason Ohler
(2010) explains that the difficulty arises from the shift in perspective of community. He
explains that “… the mere existence of the terms global citizenship and digital citizenship
implies that traditional concepts of geography and place are not as important as they used
to be to our understanding of citizenship” (p. 28). As societies intersect, so does what
defines a citizen. As the internet opens up its community to all, so does it allow a
redefining of what kind of citizen the internet is hoping to create. Ohler goes on to
explain that to define citizenship, the citizens themselves must ask “Does our current
concept of citizenship balance the needs of individuals, society, and government? Does it
allow us to be all we can be?” (p. 33). It is within asking this question that people create
their personal definition. Depending on the person, community, state, or country, these
definitions can alter. Within the Declaration of Independence (n.d.) for the United States
of America, the founders of the country established that their own citizenry would
likewise be the deciders of whether a government was acceptable. The ultimate goal of
each citizen is to achieve safety and happiness (The Declaration of Independence, n.d.,
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para. 2), and when this is not achieved, it is the right of the collective citizens to reform
the government. From the founders of the United States to Jason Ohler in the digital age,
the role of the citizen is in the hands of the individuals who run a society.
In an attempt to address citizenship amongst youth, a study in Finland (2013) was
conducted within the Children’s Parliament of Finland, a group that meets face-to-face
but also has a website where children of age 9 to 13 can voice opinions and have agency
to affect change on topics that are pertinent to them. The study sought to identify what
issues were important to child citizens. One of the most interesting findings of the study
by Tuukkanen, Kankaanranta, and Wilska was that children were concerned about “…
improving children’s well-being both in Finland and in countries where children suffer
from the lack of the basic necessities of life” (p. 143). The researchers concluded that
these children “… want to influence themes that are global in nature and only indirectly
affect their lives” (p. 143). The children of Finland were making a conscious effort to be
aware of what Ohler (2010) calls the “global community”, where the actions of one can
have a broad effect on the world. Citizenship to these children encompasses society
beyond their local community. This is an instance of a definition of citizenship in
creation. This study showed that it is not only governmental bodies that can denote what
a citizen is, but children have the critical thinking skills to define it as well.
Defining what a citizen is stretches beyond the personal beliefs of the individual.
Citizens are born out of a need to obtain security both locally and globally within a
society. Whether it is in the United States, Finland, or in a virtual space, people strive to
develop a community where people help one another to achieve a balance of rights and
responsibilities.
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Character Education
Character education is a term that encompasses a variety of schooling techniques
that focus on the moral and ethical development of youth. The form in which this
learning takes place can vary. Some believe the teaching of values and virtues should be a
regulated task, focusing on what the society the school is in deems worthy of being
moral. This can often be seen in religious schooling where values are based off of a
religious text that clearly states what is “right” or “wrong”. Michael Hand (2008) refers
to this kind of teaching of values as “settled”, “resolved”, or “directive” teaching (p. 213).
The answer is taught alongside the question and student input on the controversy of the
answer is not considered. Hand makes a rational argument that “What possible
justification could there be for commending nondirective teaching on the matters of
prejudice and racism?” (p. 216) Implying that a teacher of character education, no matter
how unbiased they attempt to be, will inevitably have an opinion on these matters and
that his or her opinion is completely valid to pass on. Additionally, programs like the
Character Education Program (CEP, n.d.) offers a specific checklist of how to discover
and impart character education in a school, such as section 3.3 that states “Classroom
routines and procedures are respectful of students and engage them in ways that develop
core values such as responsibility, fairness, caring, diligence, and perseverance. Teachers
explain to students how the core values underlie classroom routines and procedures”
(Character Education Partnership, 2010, p. 7) While the Program attempts to be open in
discussing student values, there are pieces of the whole that clearly direct teachers to
establishing a set of norms that CEP considers viable for the classroom. This level of
direct instruction also pervades the values of the state, as Cheung and Lee’s (2010) study
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on the social competence of 8th graders in Hong Kong is established in their results as
being most beneficial for early adolescents if their character education programs reflect
the “ prosocial, and collectivist value orientations” of China (p. 260). While the study
discovered that social competence increased with the addition of character education
programs among middle school aged Chinese students, this analysis that what would be
best would be the values of the state (seemingly without consideration for the individual)
is a one-sided view of what is important to learn in such a program. Berkowitz and Bier
(2007) published a meta-analysis of character education studies, with CEP as a
collaborator, trying to define what “works” in character education. In their own definition
of character education for the analysis, they cite the importance of programs that promote
being a “moral agent” (p. 30). This term is loaded, not unpacked within the study, and not
backed by anyone but Berkowitz himself, leaving what character education is in question
and bias on the researcher’s part, apparent from the beginning.
A more collaborative, discussion based approach to character education is one
that allows a continual discourse of morals and values amongst the school or society that
is involved. This is the kind of character education that Jason Ohler (2010) recommends
the concept of digital citizenship to be modeled after. Ohler suggests that an ideal school
board would be one that would willingly admit not growing up with the Internet and
therefore be willing to open themselves up to “advice from credible stakeholders who
have insight to share” like teachers, community members, and students (p. 148). A
community that builds a school is one that collectively can discuss how technology can
be used to discuss how to build a life that is both respectful toward yourself and others
(p.149). Instead of denoting what is “effective”, as Berkowitz and Bier (2007) do, Ohler
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recognizes the constant need for discussion on this matter and that it is in the hands of
individual communities to decide what “character” means to them. Discussion is an
important tool in examining online ethics as shown in the study Fostering CrossGenerational Dialogues about the Ethics of Online Life (Davis, Katz, Santo, & James,
2010). Adults and teens were given an online space in which to have conversations about
risks and rewards of being in a virtual space. The study showed that offering this space
for an open discourse allowed adults to share their unspoken “ethical code of conduct”
and teens to find “common ground” amongst their elders about privacy online (p. 135).
This study saw the benefits of online discussion of digital ethics, something not often
occurring between all parties of a school community. The idea of simply talking to one
another about morals, values, and ethics has been prevalent since the ‘70s with Paulo
Freire’s (2009) educational movement of critical pedagogy, encouraging the discovery of
one’s own truth through dialogue that can only occur between those that are open to all
perspectives and not “offended” by others (p. 148). Freire’s movement was one that
started amongst workers, those lower on the totem pole of society. The lowest on the
totem pole of education are the students. It is their “truth”, their idea of “character”, that
would be critical to consider in Freire’s model of necessary dialogue. Freire insists that it
is not our role to “attempt to impose” our view of the world on others, but to talk to each
other and discuss multiple views of society (p. 151). Just as the study of Davis et al.
(2010) shows the benefits of discussion about online life, so too does Freire agree that it
is necessary to have this discourse in order to understand ourselves and others.
There are many views on what character education is and can be. From more
conservative leanings that imply the rules of a governing country are more important that
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individualistic ideals (Cheung & Lee, 2010), to a more free-form approach that allow for
a discussion between adults and teens to determine personal values (Davis et al., 2010),
character education is open to interpretation. This openness allows for a wide variety of
implementation (Berkowitz & Bier, 2007) which is a boon for the multitude of programs
that may be studied, and yet a hindrance when it comes to quantitative analysis of
curriculum. The controversy surrounding this term is itself reason for further study to be
done to attempt to define it and draw connections between the values of programs that lie
on either side of the debate.
Digital Citizenship as Character Education
Digital citizenship encompasses the hard-to-define term of citizen and adds the
equally difficult task of addressing the global community that the students of Finland
(2013) touched upon. Ohler (2010) says that digital citizenship “… arises from the need
to reconsider who we are in light of the globally connected infosphere in which we find
ourselves” (p. 2). He believes that the interconnectedness that emerging new media
technologies are causing people to give pause as to what kinds of socially accepted
behavior governs the virtual realm. For Ohler, this is a lesson in character education.
Drawing off the work of others before him, Ohler compiled a list of the most fundamental
points of character education as (a) an education of the whole person that address
thinking, feeling, and behavior as well as academics; (b) the embracing of personal
values and civic competencies so as it can serve as training for moral behavior in
personal and public lives; (c) developing virtues that are garnered as values among the
local citizenry; (d) it is best approached as a “whole school” approach, as opposed to
individual issues; (e) it happens whether we want it to or not, therefore it must be
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deliberately planned or developed otherwise it will not produce the value the school
community wants. (p. 188)
Just as citizenship is developed as a joint decision about what is best for the
individual and society, so too does character education wish to foster the development of
the thinking, feeling human being and help him or her to understand the morals and
values surrounding their community. The building of character in the digital world is a
group effort, one that Ohler (2010) explains in the creation of the term digital community.
This new community encompasses the “global community” but feels local in the sense
that communities are created online that take the place of geographical location, making
participants have an individual voice giving their presence “emotional significance” (p.
42). These sentiments can be found in the likes of Ribbles and Bailey (2007), who
created Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship that focus on the teaching of digital
citizenship in the classroom, some of which are “digital etiquette”, “digital roles and
responsibilities”, and “digital law”. All of the elements are accompanied with questions
and ideas surrounding digital citizenship that can spark discussion and/or activities in the
classroom, such as (a) when communicating in a chat room, users learn the rules of the
group before becoming involved in the conversation (p. 25); (b) should students using
digital technologies be accountable for how they use digital technologies? (p. 26); (c)
encourage students to provide examples of technology use and discuss what might be
considered appropriate or inappropriate (p. 29).
Just as character education emphasizes the importance of the community and the values
which create it, so too do Ribbles and Bailey’s digital elements ask educators to talk to
students about the importance of rules and behavior associated with digital society.
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Digital citizenship and its connection to character education can already be seen
beyond the conversations that Ribbles and Bailey (2007) wish the educating populace to
administer. Ohler (2010) explains that character education is already popping its head up
in schools in the digital age amongst “… the form of acceptable use policies, student
Internet use contracts, parental permission agreements, and scope and sequence
documents detailing how to approach digital education within a K-12 environment” (p.
192). Moral codes are being signed by parents and enforced in schools even though they
are not often explicitly called such.
Further value based behavior online is being taught through programs for digital
citizenship that are focused on internet safety and the threat of “cyberbullying”, a term
encompassing the often anonymous teasing and threats that can occur online between
youth (Google in Education, 2013.; Common Sense Media Inc., 2013). The Good Play
Project (2011), a research and curriculum development set up by the MacArthur
Foundation’s Digital Media & Learning initiative, also touches on the importance of
cyberbullying through one of their five curricular themes, participation. The other themes
they developed curriculum around are identity, privacy, credibility, and authorship and
ownership. These five themes were chosen because “… the choices young people make
online with respect to privacy and the other themes have implications not just for
themselves, but for others. To us, this means that these themes have ethical dimensions”
(p. 6). Even the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) (2012)
supports the incorporation of learning about the self and others through their standards
that include digital citizenship education.
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It is the development of these programs and research into the ethics and morals of
being a living, breathing person in a digital space that display not only the importance of
discovering what it means to be a digital citizen, but that the term “digital citizenship” is
inextricably linked to Ohler’s (2010) fundamentals of character.
Community and Connection
In the virtual world of MMORPGs, being a member of a guild is one of the
highlights of game play. Groups of like-minded individuals come together to create a
smaller society within the vast millions that play online. Sociability within games is
recognized as important by many other researchers (Billieux, Van der Linden, Achab,
Khazaal, Paraskevopoulos, Zullino, & Thorens, 2013; Mysirlaki & Paraskeva, 2011;
Lazzaro, 2004) as a primary motivation in playing MMORPGs. Dickey’s (2011) study of
incorporating World of Warcraft (WoW) as a required leisure activity in his
undergraduate class took note of the increased social activity of his own students. In
particular, he recognized that it usually took five to six weeks for interaction among
students, but that with the addition of WoW the students in his class who were from
different disciplines in the college starting conversing offline within the first two weeks.
The focus of a Guild is equally important to the lasting quality of the group.
According to Ducheneaut, Yee, and Nickell (2007) more focused guilds have stronger
staying power, meaning those that have clear set goals whether those be on socializing or
reaching end-game content (dungeons, raids, and other group activities that involve
gathering new gear for a character or defeating larger, more difficult monsters). Guilds
that also find similar schedules and have knowledgeable players that recognize balanced
group builds (designating character classes and responsibilities associated with them) will
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find themselves outlasting the rest. Ducheneaut et al. conclude that MMORPGs
“…certainly familiarize their players with organizational forms that are prevalent in
today’s work environment. Players are also given clear roles (their class) that naturally
steer them into specific positions in their guild’s social network” (p. 847). This natural
behavior in WoW, and other MMORPGs that show the same guild building blocks, may
offer the ability for socialization within a community to be transferred to communities a
player may be a part of in their offline life. Skills acquired through guild creation and
participation could be a clue to community learning in the work place and school.
Establishing Law – Rule Creation in Gaming Communities
While the mechanics to build a guild are created by the developers and are
accessible to those playing MMORPGs, the rules and regulations within the guild, and
within the fantasy world of the MMORPG, are established and upheld by the players, not
by the company that created the game. The laws of online gaming are primarily user
created.
Collaboration is seen as a necessity in MMORPGs and is an unspoken law of
game play. It’s in the name of the genre, Massively Multiplayer. Zhong’s (2011) study of
Chinese WoW players found that “Different from other online friendships that are created
merely by online communication, these newly established strong ties in MMORPGs are
based on collaboration and shared gaming experiences, thus the actors are more likely to
exchange emotional or substantial support” (p. 2360) Helping others, according to Zhong,
was much more likely to happen in these game environments due to the relationships that
are forged within. These laws are abided due to the helpfulness they offer the community
as seen by the whole, appealing to the morality of players. Helping was also extended in
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Dickey’s (2011) study of his class, where he saw peer mentoring occurring online
between students who understood WoW and those who were new to the game, or the
genre (MMORPG). Conversely, not helping, mocking, or “ganking” (Nardi & Harris,
2006) (killing a player who is busy questing and is not ready to engage in battle, or may
be a far lower level and would not be able to compete against a higher level opponent)
are all seen as violations of an unspoken “law” and will be met with a lack of socializing
on part of the “law abiding” masses.
On the micro-level of law creation the structure of a guild is decided by those
within the guild itself. Guild Masters are elected to run the guild and the “rank and file
members” (Williams, Ducheneaut, Li, Zhang, Yee, & Nickell, 2006, p. 348) adhere to
whatever their leader has to say. Jakobsson and Taylor’s (2003) study of EverQuest
compared the structure of the guild to that of a mob. There is a social hierarchy present
with guild leaders and guild officers having more power than those of other members.
These individuals can invite or kick out people from the guild, as well as have access to
the guild bank which often stores virtual resources and money that is for use amongst the
guild members. Jakobsson and Taylor acknowledge that a certain amount of trust is
needed, and is willingly given by the members of a guild. “Guild members are constantly
risking their lives for each other and, in turn, trusting each other that raids will be well
planned and that if problems arise the group will band together to solve them” (p. 87).
The trust, the laws, and the management of the collective is administered and regulated
by the entire society on a MMORPG.
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Moral and Ethical Considerations
MMORPG players go beyond mere law and structure creation to establishing
expectations of morality and behavior in their virtual universe. While games like WoW
put in place a system through which to report abusive language or inappropriate user
names (Blizzard Entertainment Inc., 2013), the actual expectations of what is
“appropriate” is put in the hands of the society of gamers to choose. It is up to the
individuals of the game to make moral decisions in their choice to report, or not report,
someone. This power given to the community of players can make or break someone’s
ability to be welcomed into the fold.
A flouting of socially acceptable behavior can have ramifications of open
disregard or physical separation from an individual offline, as noted in Dickey’s (2011)
classroom study. After a student had knowingly, more than once, taken character
equipment (ex: weapons or armor), from a dungeon, that was not valuable to him he was
kicked out of the online group. In the physical classroom, Dickey saw the students who
had been “wronged” in the dungeon sitting away from the student who had disregarded
the “laws” of the game. Since MMORPGs are often played by individuals who may not
actually meet one another face-to-face, Dickey’s study was important in establishing that
players are invested in their decisions of morality in game and to be ethically
questionable as a player is acknowledged both online and offline as being a judge of
character.
Trust is imperative, as Smith (2002) discusses in her study of online gaming.
Roughly 81% of her subjects claimed that trustworthiness of a player is primarily based
off of the dialogue they engage in with another online. Text-based chat is the primary
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communication technique embedded in MMORPGs and is used quite often. Jakobsson
and Taylor (2003) note that trust is also established in guilds through player knowledge
of the class that they play, their demeanor, and their values which are displayed through
text-based interactions via general guild chat. Further trust can be gained by offering
assistance in killing a monster, or randomly offering a buff (a helpful spell that lasts for
an extended period of time) to a guild member or even a random player encountered in
the wilderness (Nardi & Harris, 2006). By making the ethical decision to help, a player
can gain a better reputation and be welcomed into a gaming community.
Guild Leaders are often the most trusted, and they are also the players with the
most responsibility. Guild leaders are trusted with regulating social dynamics (Nardi &
Harris, 2006), establishing rules and policies (Williams et al., 2006), and coordinating
group efforts for high level goals (Jakobsson & Taylor, 2003). But if a Leader breaks this
trust by being “inconsistent or unethical” (Williams et al., 2006, p. 350) they are likely to
see a guild dissolve around them or be privy to a coup d’états. A skirting of responsibility
can lead to a tarnished reputation, a social black mark in a MMORPG.
Conclusion
Morality and ethics are bound to real world and virtual lives. It is the discovery of
what these terms mean to each individual that help to define what being a digital citizen
is. This is the basis of Ohler’s (2010) discovery that digital citizenship is linked to
character education. People are discovering who they are and who they want to be in the
virtual world, just as much as they are in their day-to-day lives offline. This journey is not
one that is experienced alone, but by many, connecting Jenkins’ (2009) importance of
participatory culture as a catalyst to discovering personal roles and responsibilities that
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inform values. What exactly these values will turn out to be is unsure, as seen through
Berkowitz and Bier’s (2007) attempt at a meta-analysis of character education that
discovered yes, there are effects of character education, but there are so many that to pinpoint what is the perfect model seems to be near impossible.
What is truly important is the presence of dialogue. Freire (2009), while not a
character education forerunner, is a man who understood the importance of discovering
personal truth. The only way to explore and understand the beliefs of one person is to
speak to many with an open mind. The importance of openness and trust has been seen
through online gaming (Smith, 2002; Jakobsson & Taylor, 2003). Dialogue is where is
occurs, but what kind of dialogue that entails is not precisely understood. Players
participating in massively multi-player online role play games (MMORPGs) have been
noted as being judgmental of their online leaders (Williams et al., 2006; Nardi & Harris,
2006) as well as the ethical choices of other players (Dickey, 2011). Additionally,
researchers have yet to look at what MMORPG players say is appropriate as opposed to
what they do in the virtual world. An examination of this would help in determining the
importance among individuals of upholding their digital citizen role.
The following study is necessary in order to examine the interactions among
players and interview individuals about how and why they have constructed specific
values for playing in MMORPGs, and, most importantly, do they follow the moral
ground they set for themselves? Considering both the words and actions of players in
MMORPGs has not occurred yet. Also, the term “digital citizenship” is yet to be used
among the MMORPG gamers to define what societal roles and responsibilities entail. It is
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important to draw from multiple theories regarding communication and participation
online (Freire, 2009; Jenkins, 2009; Davis et al.., 2010), as well as citizenship online
(Ohler, 2010; Ribbles & Bailey, 2007) and offline (The Declaration of Independence,
n.d.) to prepare for a new examination of virtually created communities in MMORPGs
and how the construction of character plays a role in the defining of a digital citizen.
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Level 3: Methodology
Purpose of the Study
The study I will conduct will be within the massively multi-player online roleplay
game (MMORPG) Guild Wars 2. I will attempt to fill a gap in the research by immersing
myself in the game through a field study using ethnographic methods in which I will
address the following questions in regards to digital citizenship and its role in the
aforementioned game. Digital citizenship will define as the quality of exuding virtues,
values and morals considered meaningful in the virtual world:
1 - How do the participants of the massively multi-player online roleplay game
(MMORPG) Guild Wars 2 define and enact digital citizenship?
1A - Why, if at all, do participants find rules and/or codes of conduct within their
guild in Guild Wars 2 necessary and/or important?
1B - What tensions and/or contradictions emerge within Guild Wars 2 as related
to digital citizenship?
Setting
The research will be conducted online via the game Guild Wars 2, which was
released August 28th, 2012. Data collection will take place for two months, between May
18th and July 18th. While the greater virtual world of Guild Wars 2 will be considered
within the research (since interactions in dungeons and the world usually involve playing
with strangers), the primary source of study will be a field study, using ethnographic
methods, of 5 participants in a single guild that play the game Guild Wars 2.
Participants
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The participants will be 5 players who are members of one guild in Guild Wars 2
currently comprised of 201 members, including myself as an active player. The guild
invited me in with the knowledge of the study at hand, and 5 players were approached
with the knowledge that they could accept or decline involvement in the study, after
being briefly polled on who would or want not want to participate. Since people are able
to play the game at their own leisure, or drop the guild if they so choose, the activity and
frequency of the members varies. The participants consist of two males and three
females, ranging in age from their early twenties to mid-thirties. To offer a wide range of
responsibility within the guild, the subjects are both those in officer positions of guild
management and players that are common guild members with no required managerial
duties.
Procedures
To collect data I will be conducting an in-game field study with ethnographic
methods to obtain information from 5 participant players within the guild. Qualitative
data will be collected through unstructured interviews with guild members via in-game
chat or through voice-chat software, through fieldnotes gathered in my experience as a
participant-observer, and through artifacts of in-game screen shots, chat logs, video
recording of game play, and forum posts which consist of both written and image based
conversation. The collection of this variety of research will allow me to gain a broader
perspective of what digital citizenship means within the game, and how, if at all, the way
guild members functioning in a variety of spaces alters their views of digital citizenship.
Interviews
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Unstructured interviews will be conducted with the five participant guild
members in the beginning and end of the study, with potential for short informal
interviews in between. The interviews will address personal expectations for behavior
and conduct in Guild Wars 2, personal experience involved in interactions amongst
players (both guild and non-guild), importance and expectations of guild involvement in
creating rules and expectations of members, and the roles and responsibilities of
themselves and others within the guild and the game at large.
Participants will be invited to these interviews through in-game private messaging
or private messaging via the guild website. These interviews will take place both in game,
offering an opportunity to construct fieldnotes that take into account the virtual
environment they are playing in while the interview is conducted, as well as through
either voice chat, email, or another online chat option. The objective of these interviews
is to gain knowledge of, if at all, ideas of behavioral expectations differ amongst guild
members, and how citizenship is enacted and viewed within the game, and the
importance, or lack thereof, of community contribution amongst members of the guild as
defining their role as a digital citizen in Guild Wars 2.
It is important to interview and examine the participants in a gaming environment
to see if, and how, multiple-literacies (Steinkuehler, 2006; Buckingham, 2008) contribute
to players conceptions of digital citizenship in the virtual world and whether it is
affecting how they view their own morals and values, or those of their gaming
community.
Artifacts
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As a participant in the guild I will have access to in-guild discussion, group
endeavors(dungeons, raids, quests, and hangouts – all of which can involve a group of
members fighting beasts in the virtual world and/or conversing in designated areas), and
website forum posts. This will offer me an opportunity as an observer to gather in game
chat logs, video recording and screen shots, as well as out-of-game discussions and other
text creation (image, video, etc.). I will use a program called Fraps (2013) to gather the
data. All guild member names will be altered to protect confidentiality.
Data Analysis
Initial reflection on the data was to identify patterns that emerged naturally
through open coding (Emerson & Fretz, 2011), a system of analysis which allows the
researcher to take note of important concepts and ideas that continuously emerge from
the findings. This open coding was then distinguished into separate themes of fun,
leadership, participation, achievements, and helping others. These themes arose from the
open coding and were deemed important in their frequency, and in regards to
corroborating theoretical views of Jenkins’ (2009) on participatory culture, Gee’s (1999)
Big D Discourse, and Friere’s (2009) emphasis on the discussion and dialogue in
discovering personal truths. Within each theme there was delineation between whether
the actions of the player were for self-fulfilment or had a consideration of the group or
the whole. These two distinctive codes within each theme were concluded to be important
regarding the data of the Focus Dialogues (Davis et al., 2010) on ethical versus moral
decision making (focusing on the individual versus regarding the community or a larger
group), and Ohler’s (2010) definition of community being either global, local, or digital
(pp. 40-43).
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Level 4: Game Immersion
In analyzing the data I acquired through screenshots, transcribed chat, and
interviews via chat and forum messaging, I discovered the following important codes:
leadership and participation (both solo and collaborative), achievements (both in
acceptance and indifference), helping others (through reciprocity and resurrection), and
fun (with a multitude of definitions and applicability). These codes arrived naturally, with
a focus on discovering information that would lead to conclusions on definitions of
digital citizenship, the importance of rules or a code of conduct, and whether either of
these areas of focus had contradictions that arrived through the observed data.
The Importance of Fun
The word “fun” was mentioned countless times throughout gameplay, within the
forums, and during the interview process. Guild members often associated play with
enjoyment, though what is enjoyable for players can be defined differently. It isn’t about
flightiness of childhood play, but about the more critical analysis of gameplay and
significant impact a player’s choices make on their own willingness to participate. As D,
one of the leaders of the guild, commented on the concept of fun within the context of
Guild Wars 2, “Most people, of course, are playing to ‘have fun’... but I think what they
consider fun is probably different. Those definitions of ‘fun’ are what drive their specific
in-game goals.”
She went on to describe four main goals that she found most players followed. I
sifted through her explanations of each to boil them down to the following (a) Status:
Acquiring the best equipment and doing the hardest tasks the game offered; (b)
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Socialization: Joining a guild, hanging out, and/or participating in role-playing; (c)
Becoming an Expert: Challenging yourself to learn all you can about specific game
content; (d) Relaxation and Escape: Wandering the virtual world and doing whatever
pops up with no rush.
Fun isn’t about frivolity, but about a deeper sense of play. Goals and tasks are set
by individuals, and it is within setting them that each player takes charge of their
enjoyment, their fun, their reason to play. D’s branding of the goals aligns well with how
the participants of the study described their own game gratification. How each individual
defined what “fun” was in the game was typically determined by his or her reason for
playing Guild Wars 2. One participant enjoyed tinkering with the inner workings of the
game to master his class and achieve success (Becoming an Expert). Another participant
liked the option of choosing to cooperate with others or go off on her own to adventure
(Relaxation and Escape). All five participants found socializing and community to be
important, though what this entailed varied as well (Socialization). Two participants
started playing to enjoy the time with their significant others, while the other three
individuals valued the community created within both this guild, and for one member,
other guilds (Socialization). One participant spoke to the element of cooperation
integrated into the gameplay, “I like that some aspects of the game require me to work
with others, it enables me to find new people who are fun to play with.” This notes that
the enjoyment of community can extend to the inclusion of strangers, something “fun” to
this individual.
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Figure 1. Socialization can take the form of fighting with guildmates and strangers to conquer large bosses

In the guild forum, Seven out of thirteen of the posts that mentioned “fun” dealt
with strictly in game content, or in game activity, and referred to it as being something
that Guild Wars 2 was and, as long as it continued to be that way, would be something
the participants would continue to be a part of.
The acceptance of the difference in definition was spread throughout the
participants. When asked about whether they thought other guild members should be
involved in guild events (pre-planned times in the game when players would come
together to obtain influence points for the guild so they could gain access to bigger and
better achievements), all five participants mentioned that fellow guild members have
complete choice in their willingness to be a part of the activity, and that this choice
should be based on enjoyment or fun.
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M: I don't really feel that anyone should feel like they have to do something in the game
that they don't enjoy.
L: … if you don't like doing something we won't ever expect you to do it anyway.
H: I think others should try them for sure! It helps people get some gear, and helps the
guild out as well. And they are fun. But, if someone really doesn't like a certain guild
event, I have no problems with them avoiding it either.
G: I think others should if they want to, if they find the things done to be fun. if they don't
enjoy the events, however, I think they should do what they do find fun.
D: Regular members, having no participation obligations to the guild, should participate
in events that interest them or pique their curiosity.
Additionally, one participant mentioned the word “fun” four times within his
response to this question in particular. In total, “fun” was mentioned 34 times through the
10 interviews that were conducted. This high frequency demonstrates that having fun is
integral to gameplay and is an essential component or expectation of being a player or
citizen of the game. It is also important to note that the fluid definition of “fun” shows
that this is one value that can shift and alter, without disrupting the cohesion of the group.
The Good Play Project (Gardner et al., 2011) recognized in their own digital citizenship
curriculum that authorship and ownership are integral to understanding the virtual world
and how to conduct yourself in it. The acceptance of the choices that different players
made in defining their own “fun” is displaying this ownership over their virtual lives.
While someone may choose not to participate in an event because it isn’t “fun” to him or
her, that doesn’t ostracize that individual from the guild.
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Figure 2. Players of Guild Wars 2 can often be seen dancing in groups, socializing and having fun.

One area of play that was rarely explored in my experience in the guild was that
of World versus World combat, or WvW. In this area players could engage in Player
versus Player gameplay, or PvP. This allows players to actively attack other players,
though in WvW it is whole servers pitted against one another. This game play didn’t
seem to strike many of my participants as fun, but my wanting to try out this arena of the
game and experience what other players beyond my participants might find “fun” was not
discouraged by the players. In fact, when I had asked on the forums whether anyone was
willing to join me in this arena, I received four positive responses, three being those from
my participants. There was not a single comment that dissuaded me from trying out this
element of the game, but there was in fact encouragement to explore another element of
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the game, and with help from others (even though they didn’t feel they had much
expertise in the area). My interest in a different kind of fun was accepted, and others had
even offered to try it, rather than offer any shame.
The forums on the guild website also housed the Code of Conduct, Rules, and
Applying thread that established the ground rules and philosophy that the guild abided by.
In the section titled Guild Origins, one of the participant leaders wrote about who the
guild was, why they played together, and what they believed. In two instances the word
“fun” was used. (a) “[The guild] is about community, and having fun”; (b) “That our
main game playing priority is to HAVE FUN!”
At no point does this thread specifically define fun, further reinforcing that the
interpretation is up to the citizen, but the fact that this is a clear set goal of the guild
enforces the findings of Ducheneaut, Yee, and Nickell (2007) who believe this is
essential to running a functioning guild.
When the Definition Changes. This open translation of what is fun does not
always bode well for guild members. In one forum post a participant and his wife
mentioned their intentions to not represent the guild anymore and that they were going to
start a guild on their own because this guild had become “more serious” and that they
barely knew anyone in the guild due to their lack of involvement. Their values had
changed and they no longer matched their needs, an instance in which Ohler (2010) says
that a citizen must redefine their definition of citizenship. In this instance, another
participant commented on how distraught he was that the guild had not upheld their end
of the Code:
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“Personally, I am shamed it came to this. The Legion should be a place where
everyone can just relax and have fun in whatever way they choose. A place where
everyone feels like they could invite their friends to come join in. I am sorry for whatever
failures lost this feeling for you two.”
In this moment it was clear that although the Code allows for citizens of the guild
to define “fun” on their own, and to not participate in events that do not satisfy their
definition, the cost of not being involved may lead to a sense of disconnect that can leave
an individual feeling alone. Since all participants agreed that community and
socialization was important, a diminishing of this important aspect can lead to a lack of
“fun” and possibly make them revoke their citizen status. Zhong’s (2011) analysis of the
game environment being one where relationships are based on collective, shared
experiences that lead to emotional connection is apparent when the participant showed
their dismay at their inability to relate to another guild member.
Leadership and the Flux of Hierarchy
Who is a leader and what that entails is another value that is accepted as fluid in
the concept of being an active citizen in Guild Wars 2. When beginning to interact in my
guild, I was unaware of who was the leader of the guild. What I discovered was that there
were multiple leaders and many variations of officer standings within the guild that
allowed for a free flow of leadership opportunities in both the forums and in game play.
The one constant was the trust that was placed in these individuals, and that they were
accepted to be a knowledgeable expert in their field, both important values to place in
leaders as discovered by Jakobsson and Taylor (2003).
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When analyzing the instances in which an individual or group had to take on a
leadership role, I noticed there were 15 occurrences of solo leadership, and 15 of
collective or shared leadership. Both had their place in Guild Wars 2 regarding the event
and opportunity to share knowledge.
Situations in which leadership was taken on by one individual were mostly in the
initial set up of larger guild event, in dungeons where 5 players would be participating in
a group event, or in even smaller groupings or pairs that would do role-play (where
players act out their character as if they are actually living within Guild Wars 2) or
explore and quest out in the open world.

Figure 3. This roleplay was led by the player talking; we had a fireside dinner and a diving contest.

There was one participant who led 9 out of the 15 instances of solo leadership.
This individual was one of the designated leaders of the guild, and displayed this
leadership through her maintenance of the guild website and calendar, planning of guild
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events, and her role in admitting new members to the guild and keeping track of the
roster. While other participants were leaders in their own right, this participant had
clearly established herself as the organizer of the guild and was therefore prevalent in
solo leadership activities that involved inviting guild members into large groupings and
creating important posts on the forums regarding guild surveys, information regarding
our joint alliance with another guild, and important information about our achievements
as a whole guild. I took on two instances of solo leadership, as did two other participants.
The 15 instances of Collective and shared leadership experiences were primarily
experienced in large scale guild events or occasionally in guild chat when someone
would ask for knowledge about a particular aspect of the game. 13 out of the 15
situations were revolving around the guild events. While, as mentioned before, solo
leadership was involved in gathering the group together, when the event was set to start,
shared leadership instantly occurred. On a majority of guild events there was the
necessity to micro-manage, having smaller groups that would adventure into the virtual
world to accomplish a smaller task that was part of the larger goal (Having to capture
three character with bounties on their heads located in areas that were very far away from
each other). Three out of five participants were consistently leaders of the smaller groups,
and these same three were active in both voice chat and guild and group chat, conveying
important information to achieve a goal. Typically instructions would be given out of
where each group was to go, and then leadership was handed over until that group was
done with their task. Once that group’s task was completed, they always moved to help
another group, leadership flowing once more to encompass the shared leadership of each
small group joining together to complete another task.
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One such incident involved a rapid fire exchange in leadership that was effortless.
Participant A told Member B to link the waypoint (a point of origin a player can click on
to move to a place rapidly) in guild chat and get everyone there. Member B said that
everyone should run toward his commander’s mark, the large blue diamond that appeared
on the mini-map and was easy to find. Member C put the waypoint closest in party chat
(the text only being sent to the small group of 5 that I was a part of) and guild chat (where
the collective could see it). Member D and Member C told everyone to run toward
Member B. Member C said to start the battle, and Member B said to start it up or “he’ll
disappear on you”. On vent Participant A mentioned “Don’t forget always try to knock
him out of that field when he puts it down” referring to a special ability the enemy had.
This effective communication and shared responsibility resulted in a successful guild
event for the group. Also, while the leadership was spread across many individuals, there
was a clear organizational structure that allowed for effective communication throughout
the guild event. This is what Ducheneaut, Yee, and Nickell (2007) say will lead to
individuals being prepared for today’s work environment, because roles are distributed
and everyone knows his or her place and duties.
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Figure 4. The blue commander mark above the player’s head is typically used as an icon for the “leader” of an event.

This cooperation is not only limited to the guild. When participating in World
versus World (WvW) content which enables servers to battle other servers, I saw this
same shared leadership occurring amongst strangers. I willingly followed the collective
group in this arena because the knowledge that they shared in world chat made it
apparent that they knew what they were doing. I recognized many important traits of
being a leader amongst the whole group. They trusted that they would protect one
another. They shared advice on where the group was headed and what the targets were
that needed to be acquired (the game play being based around taking ownership of certain
properties to achieve the highest amount of ownership before the time ran out). They
would shout out locations and directions of NE, SE, and so on, along with numbers of
enemies in order to gather more troops to the locations. One player noted that others
should call out numbers of players there in order to get a more accurate account of help
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needed. Another player said in map chat that if anyone was new to WvW and needed
help, to whisper him/her and he/she would be willing to help. Each player contributed
their own knowledge to create a cohesive collective that was able to tackle larger tasks.
Understanding how and when to lead is an important part of understanding what a
player can contribute as a citizen of both the guild, and the world of Guild Wars 2. In the
guild’s Code, this can be seen through their values of “helping others”, “treat other how
we would want to be treated” and that the guild is both about “community” and “family”.
These values speak to the trust implicitly needed to carry them out, something that
Jakobsson and Taylor (2003) note is important when running a guild. The willingness of
guild members, and strangers, when regarding WvW, to have confidence that their
leaders have accurate knowledge and acumen displays the emphasis on awareness of
leadership capability as an important element of being an effective citizen.
Participation
The living, breathing world of the game is created from so much more than the
computer generated world that is downloaded onto the player’s computer. Gee’s concept
of Big D Discourse (1999) is evident in the choice in discussion, both in game and in
guild forums, and choice of play, regarding who you play with and how you conduct
yourself in the world alone and with others. These all contribute to the overall experience
of both the individual player and the virtual environment at large.
Fun found its way into topics of discussion throughout the guild forum. Posts
reflected both out-of-game interests, and in game activities. I witnessed multiple
instances of new posts being made that were asking guild members to share passions that
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were “fun” to them. One participant started a thread titled A Place to Share our
Creativity, where she said “We talked about life getting in the way of our goals, so I
thought it might be fun to share some of our creations, whether writing, sculpting,
painting, etc.” Another participant began both a thread where players could share what
music they enjoyed, or even talk about other games that interested them. None of these
discussions had to be directly linked to the game, and often times the “fun” ones weren’t.
Players wanted to get to know one another in the guild on a personal level. This displays
that sociability, which is discussed as important by Lazzaro (2004) and many others, is an
essential part of the overarching digital world that Guild Wars 2 encompasses.

Figure 5. An example of a post on the guild forum by a participant.

The players contribute to the atmosphere as much as the world that was built by
the game creators. D mentioned how other players make the game feel “vibrant” and
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“lively”, unlike a single-player experience. “...the need to cooperate with them in
dungeons and other group content means that every time I encounter that situation with a
different group of people we might have to go about solving that situation in a different
way - providing new challenges to things that I do over and over again.” The unknown
element of a new player changes the environment and the experience, making the game a
constant flux of undiscovered adventure. Yet, all of the players share the common goal of
wanting to play this particular game, making them all part of the participatory culture
(Jenkins, 2009) that is the community of Guild Wars 2.
One instance in which I discovered the drastic change than can occur in the
environment when you are met with someone with a different play style was when I met
“Muffin”. I was playing alone in a cave, not on any particular quest but simply exploring,
when I came across a huge pile of enemies. Enter the unknown player Muffin: Muffin
was brash and bold with her moves. She ran into the middle of a group of skritt (rat-like
enemies) and took them all on. My own play style is more reserved, choosing to single
out a target and pull them toward me so I only have one to deal with at a time. I jumped
into the fray, something I wasn’t prone to do, and helped Muffin. We both ran around,
trying to kill the enemies that surrounded us. After dispatching the enemies Muffin typed
in her chat box “I RUN IN WAY TOO MUCH LOL” I responded with “lol. Much easier
with us two” After fighting our way out of the cave, we went our separate ways, but I will
never forget the way that Muffin changed my game experience. Muffin wasn’t afraid of
virtual death, but appeared to thrive on the action. She made me question my calculated
way of playing the game and helped me to appreciate the chaos that could occur in Guild
Wars 2. Muffin had created her own ideological world (Squire, 2008) in Guild Wars 2
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and had pulled me in, making me question my own gameplay values and how they affect
the world around me. Muffin actually changed the way that I perceived the game; she
changed my discourse.

Figure 6. Meeting up with guildmates to help one another out with our personal storyline quests.

Helping Others through Ethical and Moral Decision Making
Appreciation, guidance, and help were to be found around every corner with the
guild I was involved in. There were systems set in place by the game itself to offer
assistance, and then there were player created moments that strove to offer
congratulations and impress upon guild members the importance of community. The
choice to make an effort to be involved in these acts was always up to the player, though
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rarely did I encounter a moment that someone didn’t want to jump into the shower of
support.

The Bank. An important hub of community involvement is the bank, the guild
bank to be precise. Every player has his or her individual bank in which to hold supplies,
but the guild bank is open to all. Some tabs can be restricted to specific levels, or even to
specific members of the guild for the regulation of goods. Most of the items in the bank
will help with either offering a buff, a temporary boost to a skill or character attribute, or
can aid a player in leveling up a skill by giving him or her items that are necessary to
crafting an item.
When I initially joined the guild I was told that the bank was to be used for any
help I needed there was a specific spot in the bank that was allowed for anyone to give
and take items at will. My guild members told me that I should utilize it to up my crafting
skills and to use any buffs that might be of service as I leveled. I soon found that after
taking items out, I would put some of the extras in my bag into the guild bank. I felt it
was important to contribute to the group, since I had been taking my fill from the
bounties that were offered. This give and take built trust between me and my guild,
something that Nardi and Harris (2006) recognize is valuable.
Yet there was an unfortunate story I heard regarding the abuse of this reciprocity
in game. When asked whether any individual had been removed from the guild, multiple
participants told me of a time when a new guild member had abused the guild bank and
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the kindness of the members. This new member has initially asked for help in crafting
and building up his gear, his obvious game goal being that of “Status”, as the participant
D defined it. Unfortunately his desire for status cause him to demand supplies of guild
members and harass individuals for their time and items that he needed. This guild
member was swiftly dispatched from the guild. His exploitation of the guild’s values of
kindness and help were misused and he lost the trust of the guild, just as the individual in
Dickey’s (2011) study lost the trust of his classmates and was removed from a gaming
venture.
Resurrection. In the Code of the guild, it is mentioned again and again that
helping others is a necessary trait associated with members. It is, in fact, why the guild
was created and is mentioned in the first line of the Guild Origins section of the Code “
[The guild] was started by a group of like-minded players who wanted to enjoy the game
and help others” This is a direct showing of Jenkins’ (2009) participatory culture in play.
There are many ways players can help one another in Guild Wars 2, and there is one
particular mechanic of gameplay that evokes a need to help in order to succeed.
Resurrection.
Often in MMORPGs when a player dies they have to start at a checkpoint of some
sort, use a one-time ability to become alive, or hope that they have a friend who is a
specialized healer class that can bring him or her back to life. In Guild Wars 2 all players
have the ability to help others. There is no need to be a specific class of healer, because
everyone has the ability to heal in some way, shape, or form, a skill not often found in
MMORPGs. Additionally, when killed in combat the player is first given a set of four
special skill that enable them to both fight at a diminished rate and heal themselves if
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given the opportunity, and other players may stoop down and make themselves
vulnerable to attacks in order to resurrect the fallen member. This can happen both while
the player is on their last legs and is trying to fight back, and when the player has
completely died and cannot help.

Figure 7. Being resurrected by a fellow player in the middle of battle; the red bar indicates how much life I have.

This ability is of great significance. I lost track of the amount of times I was
resurrected in game, or when I helped to resurrect another. It became such an innate part
of play that I did it out of instinct. It happened whether I intended to do it or not, proving
Ohler’s (2010) theory that character education, our values and virtues, are an innate
function of our lives, real or virtual. This ability established that cooperation was
imperative to game play. When someone died in battle they weren’t out, leaving their
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groupmates stranded. At any point in time, players can help bring one another back into
an event, and the capability to do so has instilled within the Guild Wars 2 community that
healing is necessary for all and all players should strive to help their fallen brethren.
During one of my last days in the game I was playing in a guild event and noticed
there was a Charr player from the sister guild who helped us with events, a stranger to
me, who was using a ranged attack in battle and would stand near the outside, helping to
resurrect as many people as he or she could. It was remarkable the amount of time this
player took into caring about others in this small fashion. I could see from him
resurrecting me that his help was important in taking down the enemy faster. When
another player takes their time to leave their back open to attack so you can survive and
help, it makes you want to make their sacrifice mean something. It makes you feel like a
part of the group.
This gesture made so often in Guild Wars 2 is one that shows the value of helping
others to achieve success as being integral to gameplay, both within the guild and the
community at large. One participant noted that taking part in this action supported the
guild and made it different from others by promoting its continual use: “The main
difference is that [the guild’s] support is supposed to extend beyond guild members. It's
about answering a call for help in map chat or running to pick up a downed player
halfway across the map.”
Achievements
Guild Wars 2 has many achievements within the game that individual players and
groups can gain when they successfully complete a specific task. The game itself
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recognizes certain achievements by marking them in a log of achievements that you can
access through the game interface, or by triggering in game events. Players also have an
achievement recognition system set in place, though just like the concept of “fun”,
achievements are subjective and the willingness to give praise is a choice.
Within the guild, recognition of achievements was a daily experience.
Congratulating everyone in the group on defeating bosses in a final battle, as well as on
individual achievements, was always an important part of the conversation. After a battle,
words of praise like “Great job!” and “good job everyone!” were sent through the party
chat. During one instance when I was on an adventure in a dungeon with guild members,
I received both a level up and a random achievement, and both times I was congratulated
on my efforts. The level I noticed, but the achievement I had not, yet when it occurred a
light exploded from my avatar and I pumped my fist in the air, so the others were aware
that something significant had occurred for my character. This action prompted them to
understand what had happened, and all joined in for congratulations. All members of the

Figure 8. An explosion erupts around me as I level up, gaining more experience and access to new game content.
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group seemed to value lifting one another up for a job well done.
Noticing the trend in praise, during the second round of interviews participants
were asked whether they congratulated others on achievements, and whether they liked to
be congratulated themselves. Regarding congratulating others, all five participants were
positive in response. Three noted that “milestone” achievements, like level 80 which is
the highest a player can attain, were of noted importance to recognize, while two
participants urged that “even small ones” were just as valuable because it is important
appreciate the work someone has put into their accomplishment. One participant spoke
candidly about the relevance of recognizing achievements: “Yes, I do congratulate people
on their achievements. It seems like common courtesy to me, it's a form of being polite”
Even though the participants all found it important to congratulate others,
receiving praise was not as essential to all of them. Three participants noted that they
didn’t care if they received praise, saying “I am not the kind of person to be motivated by
other people's praise or recognition” or that “Sometimes it feels silly being congratulated
myself on things that I don't feel are that great of an accomplishment” and even
benevolently remarking “I prefer to give others praise than receive it.” This directly
contradicts the belief of these three individuals that recognition of achievements is
important within the community. One participant had something very different to say,
that took the other three into consideration, though she’d never seen their responses:
“I think most people probably would do whether they admit it or not. I suppose that in
real life I wouldn't run email everyone I know if I found money in the street, I'd just pick
it up and get on with my day but for some reason in our virtual world it is perfectly fine
to link an rare/exotic drop from a mob and expect people to be pleased for you and say so
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with 'grats' or 'nice'. Funny really when you think about it but maybe it’s just a way to
share your enjoyment in the game with others?”
So while three of the participants are insistent on the lack of necessity for personal
praise, one participant believed that these individuals were the sort that simply didn’t
want to admit their longing for appreciation. Modesty may be an unaccounted for
emotional factor that may have played a part amongst this contradiction in responses. All
participants were involved in guild events and activities where they received praise after
a battle, whether it was a success or a failed attempt that resulted in a learning experience,
though a “thank you” was never typed or uttered in voice chat to acknowledge the praise.
Without immediate check-ins with the participants after accolade, the assumed
probability of players being grateful or not in regards to recognition is unable to be taken
into account.
Within the Code of Conduct posted on the website forums, one of the leader
participants claims that one of the reasons this guild plays together is for “acceptance”
and “encouragement”. It is not indicated that one has to welcome these commendations,
but they are understood as necessary actions toward being an active citizen in this guild.
These elements are not direct functions of the game, but are choice interactions players
make that contribute to the Big D Discourse (Gee, 1999) of Guild Wars 2. Since praise is
the norm, this makes the collective not an internally competitive group. It’s about lifting
others up and sharing an experience to further strengthen connections personally and as a
whole.
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Level 5: Progress through Play
In evaluating the data collected, the following is an assessment of both what
conclusions have emerged from the questions asked, and how these conclusions apply to
the field of education through curriculum, testing, the classroom environment, and in
developing all of these areas to enhance and nurture the learning of students who are
developing digital citizens.
What is Fun?
While it should not feel surprising that anyone participating in a game wants to
have fun, the important finding in this data was how fun appeared to be the baseline for
judging many other values. What an individual found fun dictated what their goals were
in the game, and therefore how they played and conducted themselves in the virtual
environment. This is the essence of being a citizen, whether online or offline. Squire’s
(2008) “Ideological worlds” are digital places that are set up to explore the self through a
discussion of values, and what I discovered was that these values are linked to what
someone enjoys or feels compelled to do to reach enjoyment. While the sample size was
small, the overwhelming amount of times fun was mentioned is something vital to
consider when contemplating what individuals consider to be important when discussing
digital citizenship. Being a digital citizen in Guild Wars 2, to this particular guild, means
that as a player you are able to explore your own sense of enjoyment, and this feeling will
naturally lead you to understanding your own wants and needs as an individual and a
player in the community.
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The discussion of what is fun, or what fun means, needs to occur in education. In
order for educators to understand what values they want to instill in students, each
individual needs to assess their own classroom and curriculum for enjoyment. The
community I played with in Guild Wars 2 understood that to know what is fun, and to
experience it, is the basis for a creation of values that can hold a group together. If
schools long to create community, and wish to discuss what it means to be a participant
in the online and offline world, then each school, each educator, each administrator, and
each student needs to speak up about what they believe to be fun. The self-evaluation is
necessary, but the discussion is more important. Freire (2009) knows the importance of
dialogue, because it is only through the exchange of ideas that we can come to an
understanding of what each individual wants, and what the society desires as a whole. It
is through this discussion that schools will begin to understand how to make school a
place students wants to be, and they can reassess their values, something that Ohler
(2010) insists is important to do once the needs of all are not being met in a society. Once
this discussion is had about the physical school, then it can occur for the virtual realm.
Social media, class websites, and online research are only a few areas that a school can
discuss regarding acceptable conduct. To stay silent is only to further confuse and
aggravate the lack of understanding around digital citizenship.
Community and Leaders
The willingness to trust and pass on leadership throughout the group during both
small and large scale events displayed that fluidity of responsibility was an unspoken
acceptable behavior. Jenkins’ (2009) participatory culture was evident in this area of
exploration, showcasing not only the in-depth knowledge that a niche community possess
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(in this case, regarding leading activities in game), but it also touched on the importance
of mentorship. While not directly laid out in the guild’s Code of Conduct, mentoring
occurred on a continual basis just by the offering of a leadership role amongst the
community. There were multiple instances of individuals sharing information through
text in chat and voice chat, and a constant exchange of where individual players should
help. I found myself switching roles after a few weeks in, first being the follower, and
suddenly being the followed. I was inadvertently mentored into being a key player in the
game that could help others achieve their best. I was guiding players through an obstacle
course, or even taking the initiative in role-play scenarios to lead the group to the next
destination. I became a leader, as did so many others. We supported each other and built
a strong sense of trust in our online relationships, reiterating Zhong’s (2011) observation
that MMORPGs allow players to form tight bonds due to their collaborative nature. This
passing around of duties was an expected behavior in the guild, and an unspoken value
that created a strong digital citizen. However, words like “family” and “community” that
were in the guild’s Code displays that being a cohesive unit may very well be an
expectation.
In understanding the continual passing on of a leadership role in the defining of an
online citizen, it brings a new perspective to how the classroom is constructed. The
traditional lecture hall may no longer be fitting of the new digital citizen. In order to
develop leadership skills, students should be allowed to take roles as leaders themselves.
This usually appears in instances of students being in clubs, or even the captain of a
sports team, but in an online world a leader can be someone who starts a discussion on a
forum, or decides what adventure a class will embark on that day in a classroom where
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games are seen as a community and team-building experience. Collaborative
environments are needed, and teachers should begin developing curriculum that gets
them away from the whiteboard and into a desk beside the student, observing and
offering guidance, not immovable answers. The digital citizen is one who finds a space to
be mentored, and eventually be a mentor his or herself. Teachers need to offer these
experiences as well. Cross-age and cross-grade interactions should be more prevalent to
help students assess their own values as a leader, and therefore their own values to pass
on to future citizens, both online and offline.
Help: Important to the Citizens and the Developers
In most of my experiences in online gaming I have experienced reciprocity
between guild mates. It’s not unusual to receive help, particularly at a lower level. In my
experience in Guild Wars 2 I saw a greater need for reciprocity, not only because it was a
core value of the guild I was a part of, but because the gameplay itself encouraged and
demanded it in order to move forward in the virtual environment. The ability for any and
all individuals to resurrect a fellow player in the middle of a heated battle added an
element of support I had never felt in a MMORPG before. Typically healing and bring
others back from the brink of death was reserved for special individuals with those talents
built into the class they had chosen at the start of the game. Not so in Guild Wars 2. The
amount of times I participated, and saw others take part in, resurrecting were countless.
The help from doing so in defeating virtual foes to progress in the game was always
apparent. Reciprocity pays off in this digital environment, so seeing “helping others” as a
key value amongst my guild is now something that I view as both user and game created.
It’s imperative to the Code of the guild, and the progression of the game.
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Digital citizens are therefore, from this small sample size, individuals who are
willing to help out a community member in need. The study of the children in Finland
(Tuukkanen, Kankaanranta, & Wilska, 2013) whose first initial reaction was to help
others in the community of the world shows that this sort of value, the inherent need for
reciprocity and aid, is something innate to human character. Ohler (2010) knows that
character education will happen whether we want it to or not, so the urge to help shown
both as a value of the guild and the game itself, is a small slice of proof that one of the
values of being a citizen both online and offline should be that of helping others. Even
the study of character education in China (Cheung & Lee, 2010), while restrictive, was
one that focused on the importance of the collective, the country, and how individuals
could support and help it. In the American education system where teachers are so often
teaching to a test, helping the individual could appear to be more important than helping
the whole. If educators want to explore digital citizenship and allow students to be part of
a collaborative environment where helping others is important, curriculum and testing
need to reflect this. Should testing always be conducted in a silent manner with students
unable to ask each other questions and help each other out? What sort of message does
that send to students in their pursuit to be citizens of the world beyond school? These are
the questions the educators need to ask themselves and discuss in a candid manner to get
to the heart of what values they want to instill in future generations.
Social Acceptance through Modesty
The act of giving praise for an achievement in Guild Wars 2 was an extremely
interesting area to analyze. The Code for my guild stated that players were to encourage
one another and accept one another, two important values that indicated that praise was
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something to be given out by any and all guild members in order to reinforce the positive
community of the guild. This value didn’t seem alarming or unexpected, but what did
catch my attention was that there was no necessity to ask for this praise. It was
unexpected because there were so many instances of other players figuratively patting
each other on the back through in game text chat or over voice chat that to not receive
any praise felt awkward and unnatural. I couldn’t recall directly experiencing not getting
accolade for an achievement in the game (whether it was leveling up or defeating a
particularly beastly monster), yet I asked individuals if they felt they needed the praise,
and most said that they did not. They directly contradicted the necessity for it in their
Code and even the elaborate explosions the game developers made for showcasing a
player had reached a new level. Players said they did not require the approval, but
willingly wanted to give it to others. There was a strong sense of modesty and being
humble that was an unwritten value amongst the participants. There was a disconnect
between giving and receiving in this area, unlike in the reciprocity of goods and
resurrection. This was not something players expected to get, even though it was outlined
in their Code as appropriate to do. Where the humble nature of the players arose was not
evident, but it was clearly a value that had been instilled in some way, shape, or form.
One participant acknowledged that while in the game it felt natural to give praise,
it wasn’t something that she thought was as applicable to life offline. She directly linked
the sharing of experiences and praising of one another as a sense of enjoyment, the value
I previously discussed as feeling overarching and an umbrella for all others. Yet, why
didn’t she feel it was natural to show others a job well done and receive praise in an
offline venue? How is being a citizen offline different than being one online, when it
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comes to achievements? In education this could be frowned upon by students because of
the moniker “teacher’s pet” applied to those that get good grades and are well liked by
teachers. To do well is seen as necessary in getting into a good college and being an
upstanding citizen, yet it can mean social-death for a teenager who is desperately trying
to fit in with the average student. Education needs to take a step back and assess the
necessity of teaching character education when it comes to achievement in schools.
Educators cannot brush off these social ills as being normal. They must create a new
normal. Perhaps this is due to the overpowering necessity of grades that loom over a
student’s head. Maybe these can be done away with and the values that teachers want to
instill in good citizens should be assessed in their growth and utilization. Further
assessment needs to be done in regard to achievement and its implications on a social
level, not merely an academic one. To achieve something should be enjoyable, not a
cause to be eternally humble and not expect acknowledgment. The contradictions in this
as a digital citizen are seen just as prevalently in my own experiences as an educator, and
I believe this is an area of concern. Just as Billieux, Van der Linden, Achab, Khazaal,
Paraskevopoulos, Zullino, and Thorens (2013), Mysirlaki and Paraskeva (2011), and
Lazzaro (2004) touch on the importance of sociability as a necessity in being an active
citizen online, educators too should evaluate the influence of it in the lives of the students
they teacher.
Last Thoughts
Such a small sample size does not allow for any of my conclusions to be
considered wholly conclusive. Yet, the assessment of digital citizenship in the MMORPG
Guild Wars 2 and its connections to values previous studies have cited as inherent in
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game play cannot be disregarded. If anything, this study is one that will hopefully cause
an impetus for more studies to be done to further evaluate how digital citizenship is
crafted in online environments and what it says about the citizens educators are moving
out into the world beyond secondary education. Some important questions to consider
are; How do educators define fun and when and where do they incorporate it into their
curriculum? What does a collaborative learning environment look like and how should
assessment be formed and implemented in such a workspace? How, if at all, do content
standards align in teaching the values digital citizens have? These questions are only a
few to ponder when looking at the scope of what this research into digital citizenship can
offer to the world of research, and the development of education. Educators must be proactive in their assessment of the impact technology is having on our values, and those of
the children who enter their classrooms every day.
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Appendix B
Sample Consent Form

Liz Deichler
440 Eagle Mountain Road, Lewiston, CA, 96052
(707) 494-2546

deichler.liz@gmail.com

8 April 2013
Dear [Name of Guild] guild members,
You are invited to participate in a study on how digital citizenship is created and enacted
within the massively multi-player online game (MMORPG) Guild Wars 2. This study is
being conducted by me as part of my graduate study work at Sonoma State University. I
hope to learn from this study how moral and ethical decision making occurs online and
how this can inform the terminology of digital citizenship, therefore making it a stronger
concept which can be discussed and taught in schools. You were selected as a possible
participant in this study because you are a member of [Name of Guild] who expressed
interest in participating in my study when I mentioned the idea on both the Guild Wars 2
official forums, as well as your own guild website.
If you decide to participate, you will be observed for a two month period both in the
game of Guild Wars 2 as well as on the forums on the guild website beginning the 18th of
May, 2013, and ending the 18th of July, 2013. I will be a participant-observer, which
means I will be a member of the guild as well and will be asking to play with you either
in casual play in the world of Tyria or within in larger dungeons or world events. The
information I gather in the game will occasionally be recorded through the video
recording software Fraps, as well as be recorded in fieldnotes that I will take when
recording my experiences both during, and after play. Additionally, any posting that you
do to the forums, whether it be writing, images, or video, can be used as artifacts that can
be further examined in my research. You will also be interviewed at most three times, at
the beginning, middle, and end of the study. Additional informal interviews may take
place regarding questions that I have for you surrounding the game play or forum
interactions.
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as
required by law. If you give us your permission by signing this document, I plan to
disclose the results of the research to my thesis chair, Dr. Jessica Parker, my thesis
committee, Dr. Karen Grady and Susan Hirsch, at Sonoma State University. Your name
will not be included in the results as I will be giving pseudonyms to both the guild and
yourself.
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Your decision whether or not to participate will not be met with any negative
repercussions. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw your consent and to
discontinue participation at any time without prejudice.
If you have any questions, please ask us. I can be reached at (707)494-2546, through
guild chat, through the guild website (handle: Lady Elistra), or at
deichler.liz@gmail.com. My advisor is Dr. Jessica Parker, and she can be reached at 707.
664-3176 or jessica.parker@sonoma.edu.
I will keep this signed form with my other research materials. If you would like a copy,
please let me know. You may make a copy yourself to keep. If you decide to participate,
check the box that indicates you wish to, date and sign below and mail the document
back to the address printed at the top of this letter.
Sincerely,

Liz Deichler
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------¤ I have read the above information and agree to participate in the research.
Participant’s Name:
_________________________________________________________________
Participant’s Signature:_______________________________________________
Date: ________________
Principal Investigator:
___________________________________________________________
Signature:_______________________________________________
Date: ________________
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Appendix C
Interview Questions
Interview 1
1. What is your gender?
2. What is your age?
3. What position do you currently have within the guild you are a member of?
4. How important is it for you to be a member of a guild?
5. Where did you learn rules to follow in GW2?
6. How do you learn about what to do in dungeon encounters?
a. How important is it for players to have knowledge of dungeon encounters
before entering the dungeon?
7. How do you learn about the class you are playing?
a. How important is it for players to understand the class that they are playing?
8. How important is it for players to know the lore of GW2? Why or why shouldn’t they
be familiar with it?
9. How do you communicate with members of the guild? (ex: in game chat, out of game
email, guild website forum, etc.)
10. How important is communication between guild members?
11. How important is communication when you are grouping with others who are not
members of the guild you are a member of?
12. Are there rules that you are required to follow in GW2? Why or why not? If so, who
creates these rules?
13. Who creates the rules in the guild?
14. What are rules or expectations of behavior in the guild you are a member of?
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a. Do these rules extend beyond the guild (into playing with random groups or
solo in Tyria)? If so, why?
15. How often do you voice your opinion regarding rules or regulations made within the
guild?
a. How important is it for you to have your opinion heard about rules or
regulations created within the guild?
b. Do you agree with all the rules of the guild? Why or why not?
16. Why is it important to you that players follow the rules or expectations of behavior in
GW2?
17. How often do you answer calls of help from strangers in the open world of Tyria?
How often do you help strangers in the open world of Tyria without them asking
you to?
18. Should you behave the same toward someone in GW2 as you would offline? Why or
why not?

Interview 2
1. Do you congratulate other players on achievements they make? Why or why not?
2. Have you ever decided to follow another player in GW2? What made you want to
follow them?
3. Helping seems to be a big part of GW2. Do you find that the urge to help spans across
all arenas? (PvP, WvW, dungeons…)
4. How well do you think you know the members of [the guild]? Do you know some
better than others?
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5. Have you been a member of another guild, or are you currently? How is that guild
different from [your guild]?
6. Do you participate in planned guild events? Why? Do you think others in the guild
should? Why?
a. What is your favorite guild event to participate in? Why?
7. Have rules and/or expectations for [guild] members changed while you’ve been a
member? Could you list some? Why do you think they’ve changed?
8. [The guild] seems to have an alliance with [another guild], when did this happen?
Why? Do you play with [the other guild] members outside of planned events?

